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Subject: 14 PT-19 - Joining the two Wing Panels

Fairchild PT-19 Military Trainer
August 5, 2012

In the Report No. 12, it was stated that the desired approach for joining the two wing panels was to
have one panel flat on the work bench and then elevate the opposing panel to a height (Y) that was
5.82” as calculated below to produce 9.76 degrees of dihedral angle on each side of the wing. The
calculations for determining (Y) are as follows:
X = S*Sin(a) = 17.41*Sin(9.76) = 2.95”
P = S*Cos(a) = 17.41*Cos(9.76) = 17.16”
D = 2*P = 34.32”
Y = D*Sin(a) 34.32*Sin(9.76) = 5.82”

First the left wing panel was weighted down on the work table with two steel block squares as shown
below. Since the PT-19 has a flat-bottom wing, the forward and aft bottom spars are resting on the
work table. Then a balsa strip was cut to a length of 5.82” and clamped to a large steel block square.
Glue was applied to the ends of the leading and trailing edges and the forward and aft spars of both
wing panels, which were then pushed together at the wing center line. The 5.82” balsa strip clamped to
the large steel block square was then placed vertically under the tip of the right wing panel as shown
below.
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A 6” steel ruler was placed vertically up against the balsa strip to check the rise in the right wing
panel. As you can see below, 0.18” of the 6” ruler extends above the balsa strip. So the rise in the
right wing panel tip is verified at (6-.18) = 5.82”.

Once the wing dihedral joint had dried, it was time to check the actual “as built dihedral angle”. Two
pieces of 1” X 2” pine boards placed parallel to the ribs were used to prop up each side of the wing.
The center section of the wing was weighted down with a steel block square and the pine boards were
carefully moved in and out span wise until the two wing tips were at the same height as shown below.
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The vertical wing tip height measured 2.98” as shown below.

Next the top of the left wing was placed on the work table and the wing’s center line was established
with the edge of a note pad. An 18” steel ruler was then placed up against the edge of the note pad to
measure the wing’s “as built” semi-span as shown below.

The wing’s semi-span measured 17-7/16” (17.438”) as shown below.
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The wing’s as built dihedral angle is calculated to be:
ArcSin(2.98/17.438) = 9.84 degrees
This is within 1.2% of the intended 9.76 degrees, which is considered more than
acceptable…………………..Tandy

Tandy C. Walker
3602 Lynnwood Drive
Arlington, TX 76013-1120 USA
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